March 25th 1972

My dear Sister,

April the twentysixth she is not touched me. Mr. Howard was very ill and came there. She was lost her. After seven months of great suffering. Home with Christian weakness. She sailed away on the 29th. Many things of various kinds have occurred. My mother, your brother, and you.
will I hope forgive the

delay. You know by this time
will settled down to work
in the Metropolis. I doubt
not and am picking up
much that will be useful
by your hereafter.

Thinking your prospects
as realist, you will have
much more to contend with than
the same thought of when we
were together in the subject.

In July or August last Mr.
Brogan, resident Liverpool
Mastfield, knowing me, asked
the Empress at melted wrote
some instructing me that
he proposed coming to

Mr. Heath to an uncles.

Mr. Lewis in 1832 year before at More-
fields, during a week break
I made at school time. As
his qualifications are high
the Dean approved much
this intention & wrote
to him in that effect. He
has in a letter answered my letter
but that may be because of
my delay of five a little bulk
in understanding his. The delay
was caused of Mr. Campbell
at Empress upon his
annual fishing tour. Now-
corn, Mr. Turbine while
where one had summer
Dear Mr. Morgan

I learned that he had some intentions of returning to Manchester. Of course more to come, it would certainly affect his hopes of making a specialty of engineering. Between you and Mr. Reller, I may say, I am sure he would have the confidence. Keep out of old teachers. But here the plot thickens. As late as three days ago, that one of our graduates, whose name I cannot recall, called as usual to say that he had come to settle as an English. He held some literature on Boston for a year and

[Handwritten note: Possibly more text at the bottom, but unclear]
When he lay he under eye surgery under Dr. Williams—my other leading oraebr and subsequent proceed to London & Vienna for the same pur-
pose. The Dean had told us to settle here & refer him here for information—

Apologies for the scrawny

Means—but he gave me to understand he intends to try his chances remain-

further with Dr. Bullen &

even with myself as
field is a limited one —
and had better be. Mr.
Morgan to ascertain if he
still intends to come here.

I cannot help thinking
that you had better continue
to cultivate the whole field
of medical theory — paying so
special attention to practice
work in the physiological
laboratory — which in my
opinion, will soon become
the most popular depart-
ments of medical teaching.

Hence, too much care
will oblige you also to pay
some special attention to
practical chemistry — you
will certainly require to
become familiar with the
volumetric methods of
analyzing the composition
of the urine, etc. in those
places. Dr. Duncan, Sanderson
will be your best guides —
this course will also teach
prevent you from working
at low fees if you may after
all be able to make yourself
maintenance with adequate
income, profitable as a practic-
ial physician.

Should Dr. Morgan decide
not to come you would in
that case have the influence
of us all to assist you —
as a candidate — first to
Campbell today the re-
eguested me to present —
and an order from D. Wright upon Stock the Medical bookbinder for your books which you will select yourself and have printed upon them. Graduation Prize awarded to William Alder shi let me hear from you when you have lecture. Pray God you are doing excellent delay in this letter and write my kind regards to Alice in suspense I self

[Signature]